In accordance with FINMA standards, “die Mobiliar” increases the security of its datacenter with SMACS solutions of FASTCOM

- “Die Mobiliar” must implement high and flexible access security for its existing datacenter.
- According to FINMA requirements and internal security standards, the flows of people and material must be controlled.
- “Die Mobiliar” has opted for the SMACS FlexMat system of FASTCOM to secure access to its datacenter.

Lausanne, Switzerland – 3 November 2022
FASTCOM Technology SA announces the completion of the project with die Mobiliar for their existing datacenter. Security has to be increased in accordance with FINMA requirements and internal security standards. The metal construction of the sliding doors is carried out in cooperation with GILGEN door systems. For optimal security, the SMACS FlexMat solution is integrated in the mantrap and simultaneously secures the flows of people and of material.

The challenge: Die Mobiliar operates its own datacenter. In order to adapt to new internal security standards and FINMA requirements, access security to this datacenter must be increased. The upgrade has to be done as a retrofit by integrating harmoniously into the existing infrastructure. The resistance class of the doors and their fire resistance must also be improved. The purpose of the anti-tailgating is to ensure that users can also pass through the mantrap with material if necessary. The control must be automatic and special passage processes such as VIP entries should be available. In addition, the mantrap should be easy to use and optimally adaptable to the architecture of the building.

The solution: The SMACS FlexMat is the solution that meets the requirements. The SMACS system integrates seamlessly into the existing infrastructure. The mantrap simultaneously secures the flows of people and of material. Special modes, including emergency exit mode, and specific passage processes are available.

"Given our security needs and the FINMA requirements, SMACS is the best solution to upgrade our existing datacenter."

Adrian Grossenbacher, Die Mobiliar, Switzerland

# # #

About FASTCOM
FASTCOM is a leading company in providing multi-flow airlock solutions. Based in Switzerland, FASTCOM is an independent company and is active worldwide for more than 20 years. For more information, please visit: https://www.fastcom-technology.com/fastcom
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